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ABSTRACT

The incessant growth of network virtualization determined the proliferation of Virtual Network Functions (VNFs), software programs that can run on general-purpose servers and that can also integrate security controls for protection from cyber-attacks. However, a high availability of VNFs may be counterproductive for the network administrators who have to select the most suitable ones to establish the security configuration of their network. On the one hand, the vendor-dependent technicalities of each VNF may cloud the security controls it can actually perform. On the other hand, VNF selection traditionally occurs before the synthesis of the virtual network graph, so it does not employ any network information and it may outcome unoptimized results. In light of these shortcomings, this paper proposes a novel security configuration workflow, based on new abstractions that we call projections. They represent the security-related operations that VNFs should perform to enforce a security policy. Thanks to these abstractions, the actual selection of the VNFs can be postponed to the moment their deployment in the physical network is actually required. In fact, projections are enough for the synthesis of the virtual security graph. This paper also proposes a two-step algorithm for computing projection chains as candidate solutions for graph synthesis. The proposed approach has been implemented as a Java framework and a set of tests have validated its applicability to real-world VNFs, correctness, scalability and optimization. These tests showed that the new security configuration workflow can achieve a significant reduction for the number of selected VNFs and their deployment cost. Specifically, in the analyzed scenario, the improvement percentages for these two parameters are 79% and 90% with respect to the worst-case strategy, while 68% and 77% with respect to a traditional more optimized configuration strategy.

1. Introduction

Virtualization has profoundly changed the traditional vision of networking. Agility and dynamism have become decisive factors in enforcing security in modern computer networks by leveraging ideas deriving from Network Functions Virtualization (NFV) and Software-Defined Networking (SDN). On the one hand, new security functions can be easily deployed on the fly to face an attack as soon as it is detected. On the other hand, state-of-the-art orchestrators can update a function configuration in real time, without stopping it and temporarily pausing the protection it provides. The benefits of these innovations have led to continuous development of virtual functions, which network administrators have at their disposal for enforcing the required security.

Network administrators are commonly in charge of enforcing Network Security Policies (NSPs) that describe how the communications should be protected in their networks. For example, NSPs describe which traffic flows must be encrypted, which endpoints can communicate with each other, or which packets must be logged [1]. For each NSP, network administrators must select one or more concrete virtual function implementations, commonly known as Virtual Network Functions (VNFs). For example, if there is the requirement to block some traffic flows, they may decide to use iptables, ipfirewall or an alternative VNF. However, the higher the freedom of choice is, the more complex making decisions is. A large number of VNFs is currently available for each security function type, as it is easy for each vendor to release their branded version as software product. Therefore, multiple ones may be suitable to enforce the same security property [2].

1.1. Motivation

The just mentioned high availability of VNFs turns out to be counter-productive in the usual workflow followed by administrators to apply security. Such workflow is composed of three operations [3]: (i) selection of a suitable set of VNFs for enforcing the desired NSPs; (ii) synthesis of the virtual network graph, by deciding where VNF instances should be placed in the logical network, and by defining their configuration rules; (iii) embedding of all the virtual nodes of the logical network, inclusive of the security VNFs, in the physical infrastructure (e.g., a network composed of general-purpose servers).
In this sequence of operations, the first stage, i.e., VNF selection, lays the foundations to satisfy both security and network demands when enforcing user-requested policies. Nevertheless, in the current form, it may satisfy these different requirements only partially, and often in an unsatisfactory way. On the one hand, as the VNFs that are selected are full-fledged software implementations, they contain many technicalities that often cloud the fact that they share the same security operations. On the other hand, as the selection occurs so early in the configuration workflow, it does not consider network information, such as the topology of the network, or the configuration of other network service functions like load balancers, or the characteristics of the servers composing the physical infrastructure.

Without that information, a premature selection of the VNFs, among the several ones that share the same security functionalities but with different implementation technicalities, may produce non optimized results. Two main sub-optimizations that may derive from early VNF selection concern deployment cost and energy efficiency. For example, if there is the requirement to block two different types of traffic (e.g., the web traffic to some domain and the mail traffic to some other domain), an early selection may end up with choosing a distinct VNF to satisfy each requirement (e.g., a web application firewall for the first type and a packet filter for the second one), without realizing that a single VNF instance could provide the security logic to implement both functionalities. Deploying more VNFs than required entails consuming more resources than necessary in the servers where the VNFs are deployed, and more energy for keeping them active. Even though virtualized networks are characterized by high flexibility and operational efficiency, deployment and energy optimizations are still open problems [4].

These issues are even more relevant in virtualized networks based on Internet-of-Things (IoT). The multitude and heterogeneity of IoT devices are constantly pushing the size of modern computer networks, characterized by more and more interconnections among those devices [5,6]. This context magnifies the importance of optimization, whose application has been already discussed in literature to address problems such as service scheduling [7], task planning [8] and attack identification [9]. In contrast, the problem of optimizing the selection of security VNFs and avoiding redundant decisions in the security configuration process has been scarcely investigated at the moment, even though the problem is as relevant as the ones optimization has already been applied to.

1.2. Contributions of the paper

The paper aims to allow optimum VNF selection by proposing a novel security configuration workflow. The objective is to split the two purposes of VNF selection occurring in the traditional configuration workflow, i.e., enforcement of security requirements and physical resource consumption minimization. To achieve it, the novel workflow is based on abstract representations of the NSPs, called projections. The projection of an NSP against a concrete function expresses the security-related operation that the VNF should perform to enforce the NSP, independently of all the specific details of its implementation, such as how the operation is configured in the function and the resources the function requires for its operation. Projections are computed before synthesizing the virtual security graph, and they are used to generate it instead of their concrete VNF counterparts. Then, the actual VNF selection is postponed to be performed jointly with their embedding into the physical infrastructure in a last stage. Thus, only the VNFs that are strictly required are selected and deployed, depending on how the virtual service has been generated to fulfill the NSP projections.

The idea of this novel security configuration workflow, where the VNF selection is postponed with respect to traditional approaches, has been presented preliminarily in [10]. This work improves and completes that preliminary idea with the following main contributions:

(i) This paper enriches the preliminary description of the security configuration workflow, presented in [10], by explaining with greater detail how each step works, and how the different workflow steps must be linked to each other so as to provide a full automated security configuration to a computer network. This description is also paired with a clarifying use case, which guides the readers in understanding the novelty provided by postponing VNF selection to the end of the workflow.

(ii) A complete formalization of the projection abstraction is presented. This formalization captures all the essential information required for the synthesis of the virtual security graph in a compact form, and abstracts from vendor-dependent VNF technicalities.

(iii) The two-step algorithm, in charge of computing all the possible projection chains that should be used to decide how to enforce a user-specified NSP in the virtual network, was only briefly mentioned in [10]. Here, the complete algorithm is formalized. This paper focuses on the initial stage of the proposed workflow, which represents a major novelty in literature. In fact, for the last two stages, our proposal can be easily integrated with already existing approaches, which can be re-used with minor modifications.

(iv) Differently from the first prototype discussed in [10], which only implemented the first stages of the workflow, a new, complete framework has been developed to demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed approach. This new framework includes the interaction with other tools that carry out the remaining operations of the security workflow (i.e., synthesis of the virtual security graph, VNF selection and embedding) in a fully automated way.

(v) An extensive validation of this framework has been carried out on a state-of-the-art computing machine to assess model generality, correctness, scalability and optimization. This validation showed that the choice of postponing VNF selection led to an improvement in terms of number of selected VNFs and their deployment cost. For example, in the analyzed scenario, the improvement percentages for these two parameters are 79% and 90% with respect to the worst-case strategy, while 68% and 77% with respect to a traditional more optimized configuration strategy.

1.3. Organization

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses related work. Section 3 illustrates the novel proposed security configuration workflow, it formalizes the projection abstraction, and it presents the two-step algorithm for projection chain computation. Then, Section 4 describes the PoC implementation of the proposed approach, and it discusses the results of the validation carried out on it. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper and discusses future work.

2. Related work

This section discusses the state of the art about security configuration (Section 2.1) and VNF abstraction models (Section 2.2), underlining their main limitations with respect to our proposal.

2.1. Security configuration

Security configuration has been widely researched in literature, also in relation to the new threats that have been emerging in virtualized networks. This topic is quite broad, as security configuration encompasses multiple operations: VNF selection, synthesis of the virtual security graph (i.e., deciding where the functions should be allocated in the virtual service) and definition of their operational rules. However, for all these operations, almost all the studies focused on concrete VNFs as the starting point for the design of new configuration approaches.
About the two operations of VNF selection and synthesis of the virtual security graph, which are usually challenged jointly in literature, relevant studies are [11–15]. Specifically, Scheid et al. [11] propose the k-means clustering algorithm for VNF selection, according to which groups of VNFs are created according to the level of security they can provide. Then, service graphs are generated by selecting VNFs from those groups (e.g., if a high security level is requested in attack detection, an implementation of IDS will be chosen from the VNF cluster labeled with “high security”). Hao et al. [12] employ a composition algorithm based on Trie trees for the synthesis of a security service, in a way that can automatically manage changes of the IP addresses of VNF instances. The objectives of these studies were then extended by the other ones, by pairing them with optimization purposes. On the one hand, Liu et al. [13] employ a greedy iterative algorithm to compose chains of VNFs, with the aim to find a function combination with the highest total throughput and the minimum consumption of physical resources. On the other hand, both Liu et al. [14] and Sendi et al. [15] propose an ILP formulation of the selection problem and a heuristic, so that users can choose either one depending on whether they prioritize optimization or performance. In particular, the heuristic described by Liu et al. [14] is a breadth-first search algorithm, through which function chains are composed to minimize CPU, storage, bandwidth and latency. Instead, the heuristic algorithm proposed by Sendi et al. [15] partitions the network into areas, and for each one of them it solves the selection problem with the aim to provide high scalability. Despite the relevance of these studies, all of them work on concrete implementations of VNFs, and they still adhere to the traditional security configuration workflow. Differently from these studies, the projection abstraction proposed in this paper separates security-related operations from networking parameters and implementation details in the definition of VNF models. As such, the main advantages of the proposed approach are the benefits already discussed in Section 3.1, i.e., better optimization of VNF selection and resource consumption.

About the computation of operational rules, almost all the automatic approaches that have been presented in literature address the configuration of a single type of virtual functions, except the study by Basile et al. [16], which we will analyze later. Specifically, these approaches simply focus on either packet filtering firewalls [17–20], or channel protection systems such as VPN gateways [21,22], or IoT devices [23,24], or SDN switches [25,26]. While each of these techniques focuses on a single function type, our vision is to provide a global security configuration, considering several function types.

Instead, as previously mentioned the approach proposed by Basile et al. [16] can automatically configure multiple function categories (packet filter, URL filter, HTTP filter, VPN gateway, anti-virus, anti-malware, content filter, monitoring, anonymity proxy). However, even this technique is limited with respect to our proposed approach. On the one hand, this approach can be applied only to function chains, while our approach can be applied to graph topologies that are more common in modern networks. On the other hand, in that study, VNF selection is carried out according to the usual workflow, while our approach benefits from the postponement of VNF selection.

### 2.2. VNF abstraction models

The findings derived from this analysis of the state of the art about security configuration are not surprising. After all, in literature, concepts similar to the projection abstraction proposed in our paper have barely been investigated. The only exception is represented by a series of IETF RFC drafts, of which [27] is the most recent one. These RFC drafts propose the Capability Information Model (CapIM) as a central component of a more complete architecture, designed to provide standard interfaces for managing VNFs in an efficient manner [28]. This model associates each VNF with a set of capabilities, representing the security controls they can enforce (e.g., packet filtering, detection), in a way that is vendor-neutral and implementation-independent. Such a representation avoids referring to a specific technology or vendor-dependent function when defining a security service, as for the projection abstraction. CapIM represents the foundation for a limited number of studies. Giotis et al. [29] employ the capability model as a means to abstract VNFs, but it just applies it to access control and forwarding virtual functions. Hyun et al. [30] enhance the CapIM-based architecture to make it compliant with the SDN technology. Zarca et al. [31] use a tailored version of the model for the dynamic management of authentication, authorization, and accounting.

At the moment, CapIM (alongside with its aforementioned extensions and customizations) represents the first and last effort in the literature to provide a higher abstraction of security-related operations that can be performed by VNFs. It also has several limitations. Differently from our proposal, the capabilities that can be associated with VNFs are fixed and represent all the possible operations that the VNF might do. Instead, in our vision, a projection is a flexible representation, because it expresses the security-related operation that a VNF should perform to enforce a specific NSP. With this definition, it gets rid of redundant descriptions, and it provides high adaptability to the user-specified policies. Besides, CapIM is almost never used to innovate the security configuration workflow, with the exception of the intent-based technique presented by Basile et al. [16]. However, their approach has limitations that have been already discussed in Section 2.1.

In conclusion, the contributions of this paper represent an important step in improving conventional ways for security configuration, opening the path for an additional level of abstraction that is becoming essential to answer the high productivity of software development in network security.

### 3. The proposed approach

This section describes the proposed workflow for improving security configuration (Section 3.1), which represents the starting point for designing the projection abstraction concept (Section 3.2). It also formalizes the two-step algorithm designed to identify and compute the projection chains that are required to enforce the user-specified NSPs (Sections 3.3 and 3.4).

#### 3.1. The new workflow

As reported in [3], where a Security Orchestrator module is introduced in the ETSI NFV Reference Architecture, the traditional workflow for security configuration is composed of three sequential stages. First, the most suitable VNFs are selected for the enforcement of the NSPs in the network. For example, in order to block all the packets having 102.10.3.88 as source IP address and 8080 as destination TCP port, firewalling VNFs as iptables or ModSecurity may be selected. This decision is exclusively dependent on conditions related to security, as it does not consider other factors as network topology. Second, the allocation scheme and configuration for the VNFs in the logical network topology is computed. The logical topology, also called Virtual Network Graph (VNG), is an abstract representation of how traffic flows cross the network. This second stage must also compute the configuration rules for each VNF positioned in the VNG, so that they fulfill the original NSP. The result of this operation is a VNG enriched with security functions and is commonly known as Virtual Security Graph (VSG). Third, the VNF embedding on the general-purpose servers composing the physical network infrastructure is established. This final operation is constrained by physical limitations, such as the CPU and RAM availability of the servers.

This traditional workflow can lead to sub-optimizations related to deployment cost and energy efficiency, as already explained in Section 1. Instead, the workflow that we are proposing postpones VNF selection to be done jointly with VNF embedding, with the aim to
two packet filter implementations as iptables and ipfirewall would
produce a more optimized result. To achieve this purpose, the workflow
has been structured with three stages, as shown in Fig. 1: the Projection
Identification (PID) stage, the Allocation and Configuration Generation
(ACG) stage and the Selection and Embedding (SEM) stage.

PID – The objective of the PID stage is to identify all the possible
ways a set of NSPs may be enforced by using the available VNFs.
However, the PID stage does not consist in the common VNF selection.
Instead, it employs abstract representations of the NSPs, called projections. A projection consists in mapping the elements composing
an NSP (i.e., the actions that must be performed and under which conditions) onto what a VNF can offer to enforce the NSP (i.e., the
VNF configuration settings). In this mapping operation of an NSP, all the implementation-dependent technicalities of each VNF against
which the NSP is projected are omitted. For example, let us suppose that an NSP specifying that all the traffic going from node with IP address 117.0.3.2 to node with IP address 33.21.1.1 must be blocked is mapped onto iptables. The result projection would be the following
projection still contains all the original information, depending on the
features of the VNF against which the NSP is projected.

In greater detail, the first step of the algorithm is to compute the corresponding projection for each pair composed of a VNF and an
NSP. In doing so, it employs some optimizations. On the one hand,
it may happen that the projections of the same NSP against different
VNFs are identical. For example, let us consider the projections of the same NSP against two VNFs: VNF1 and VNF2. If the projections are
identical, the algorithm can avoid the cost of computing a second projection.

The second step of the algorithm is to combine the computed projections into chains that can fully enforce all the actions requested by the
NSP they derive from. In fact, mapping an NSP onto the manifest of a
VNF may result into a projection that contains only partial information of the original NSP. In case no valid chain is identified for an NSP, the
whole process immediately halts. An early non-enforceability report is
also produced, notifying the network administrator why the projection
identification failed. Otherwise, the valid combinations are passed on
to the next stage of the process, for the synthesis of the virtual security
graph. In this way, the security configuration will be performed in a
way that is agnostic to the VNF implementation. This step, called Projection Extraction (PEX), will be detailed in Section 3.3.
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VNF may result into a projection that contains only partial information of the original NSP. In case no valid chain is identified for an NSP, the
whole process immediately halts. An early non-enforceability report is
also produced, notifying the network administrator why the projection
identification failed. Otherwise, the valid combinations are passed on
to the next stage of the process, for the synthesis of the virtual security
graph. In this way, the security configuration will be performed in a
way that is agnostic to the VNF implementation. This step, called Projection Extraction (PEX), will be detailed in Section 3.3.
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The need of refinement is motivated by two reasons. First, not always
the projection is the same for both VNFs, as they can offer the same security-related operations. Consequently, a single instance
of that projection can be used in the security workflow, thus avoiding useless redundancy. Similarly, if the NSP is projected against the
intrusion detection system, the resulting projection maintains only the information of the alerting operation: ‘‘((IPSrc = 127.0.3.4, IPDst = 45.66.10.2), (encrypt, alert))’. If the NSP is pro-
jected against each of the two VPN gateways, the resulting projection maintains only the information of the encryption operation of the
original policy, as the used VNFs cannot work as intrusion detection
systems: ‘‘((IPSrc = 127.0.3.4, IPDst = 45.66.10.2), (encrypt))’’. Nonetheless, the projection is the same for both VNFs, as they can offer the same security-related operations. Consequently, a single instance
of that projection can be used in the security workflow, thus avoiding useless redundancy. Similarly, if the NSP is projected against the
intrusion detection system, the resulting projection maintains only the information of the alerting operation: ‘‘((IPSrc = 127.0.3.4, IPDst = 45.66.10.2), (alert))’’. In this example, at the end of the identification of the
NSP projections, none of them is a full representation of the
original NSP. Therefore, in this case, the PID stage must combine them into a projection chain where all the actions requested by the
original NSP are supported. However, there may be cases where a single
projection still contains all the original information, depending on the features of the VNF against which the NSP is projected.

ACG - The objective of the ACG stage is to synthesize the VSG so that for each NSP a projection combination that represents it is fully
enforced. It works on the logical level of the virtual network, which provides information about the network topology and the configuration of the functions composing the service (e.g., NATs, load balancers). The VNG is internally represented in the ACG stage as a Virtual Allocation
Graph (VAG). A VAG is a graph derived from the VNG so that, for
each link connecting a pair of nodes of the original VNG, a node named Allocation Place (AP) is included in the corresponding position of the VAG. An AP is a placeholder position where the ACG stage may decide to allocate an implementation-independent representation of the function configurations, called functionality, which may be needed to enforce at least a projection. For example, the VNG depicted in Fig. 3(a) is represented as the VAG depicted in Fig. 3(b). The solution that the ACG stage computes is a VSG, where some APs are filled with the computed functionalities. An example of VSG is depicted in Fig. 3(c), where \( f_{a} \) and \( f_{b} \) are functionalities introduced in the VAG.

The creation of the functionalities from a corresponding projection requires a refinement operation, because the projections were computed in the PID stage overlooking information related to the VNG. The need of refinement is motivated by two reasons. First, not always a one-to-one relationship exists between input projections and output
functionalities. For example, let us suppose that a projection requires to block all traffic flows coming from 154.66.0.2 to any IP address: \(((\text{IPSrc} = 154.66.0.2), \{\text{deny}\})\)". If these traffic flows do not have any common AP in their paths, multiple APs must be used by the ACG stage.

In each one of them, a functionality that is equal to the projection is allocated. This shows how it is possible that multiple functionalities, derived from the same projection, are needed to enforce an NSP. Second, even though the functionality has an abstract representation that resembles the projection, the content is different because it must take into account how traffic may be altered by the VNG configuration.

For example, let us suppose that all the packets going from the source port 88 of 123.4.5.6 to 44.5.6.7 must be logged: \(((\text{IPSrc} = 123.4.5.6, \text{IPDst} = 44.5.6.7, \text{pSrc} = 13373), \{\text{log}\})\). It may happen that the only APs where this projection may be fulfilled are after a NAT, with a configuration which establishes that the source IP address each packet having 123.4.5.6 as original value for that field must be modified into 44.5.9.2. Consequently, a functionality that is generated and allocated in that AP would have the following configuration: \(((\text{IPSrc} = 44.5.9.2, \text{IPDst} = 44.5.6.7, \text{pSrc} = 13373), \{\text{log}\})\). Therefore, this example shows that the fields of a functionality may have different values with respect to the ones of the corresponding projection.

In summary, the main difference with respect to the VSG synthesis of the traditional workflows is that the VSG is not composed of VNFs, but of an abstract representation of their configuration (i.e., the functionalities derived from the projections). However, refinement methods that have been already proposed in literature for specific types of VNFs may be reused in the ACG stage of this novel workflow with minor adjustments. Studies were proposed in literature about packet filtering firewalls (e.g., [19,20,32,33]) and VPN gateways (e.g., [21, 34]). Inspired from them, in [10] we specifically proposed to formulate the functionality allocation and configuration problem as a Maximum Satisfiability Modulo Theories problem in order to achieve both an a-priori formal correctness and optimization. This problem formulation is specifically thought to work with our proposed PID stages, but the other existing studies may be extended to be compliant with them.

**SEM** - The ACG does not provide a clear indication on which VNFs must be used for the NSP enforcement or on which servers they should be deployed. Therefore, the objective of the final stage, the SEM stage, is dual. The first one is to select the best subset of VNFs, among the available ones, that supports the functionalities allocated and configured in the ACG stage. The second objective is to compute the deployment scheme of the selected VNFs, i.e., to decide on which node of the physical network each VNF should be installed. Traditionally, these two objectives are achieved separately. In literature, some studies (e.g., [35–37]) propose smart algorithms for identifying the optimal set of VNFs to enforce security intents, while other ones (e.g., [38–41]) exhaustively researched the problem of virtual network embedding. On the one hand, methods that have been proposed for different objectives can be paired and sequentially executed. On the other hand, a single method can be formulated. For example, in [10] we propose the idea to formulate the selection and embedding problem as a multi-objective Integer Linear Programming (ILP) problem. If there are hundreds of available VNFs that implement the same functionalities, then a manual decision would have been troublesome and error-prone to be taken, even overlooking all the other degrees of freedom (e.g., number of physical hosts, etc.).

As anticipated before, the stage that will be formalized in the reminder of the paper is the PID stage, as for that one no existing approaches can be leveraged at the moment.

### 3.1.1. Clarifying use case

The definition of the projection concept for abstracting the security-related operation that a VNF should perform to enforce an NSP and the reorganization of the full configuration workflow bring manifold advantages. These benefits are illustrated by means of a clarifying use case, where the novel proposed approach is applied and compared to the traditional security configuration workflow.

In this example, Table 1 lists the VNFs that are available to deploy in the physical infrastructure, it briefly describes their function type, and it shows their deployment cost, expressed in numeric format. This cost representation is a simplification of the real deployment costs, that are commonly known by the network administrators and that derive from multiple parameters (characteristics of the servers, energy efficiency, etc.). Table 2 presents the NSPs that must be enforced in the network, providing a short description of the traffic that is object of the corresponding policy action. This table also compactly shows against which VNFs each NSP can be successfully projected (\(p_{ij}\) is the projection of \(n_i\) against the manifest of \(v_j\)). Fig. 4 represents the VAG derived from a network topology that is a simplified version of a real one, i.e., the network of our University Department.

A first advantage of the novel security configuration workflow is that it prevents redundant solutions. Thanks to the projection abstraction, the VNF selection occurs after knowing which projections of the original policies are needed to enforce them and how the functionalities associated with such policies have been allocated in the virtual graph. With the traditional workflow, instead, the administrators are commonly prone to making redundant and unoptimized decisions. For
example, they may select three VNFs – the packet filter $v_1$, the web-application firewall $v_2$ and the logger $v_3$ – to enforce $n_1$, $n_2$, and $n_3$ respectively. However, in this case, a single VNF is enough, because the traffic flows related to these three NSPs converge to the same AP of the VAG, i.e., $p_{12}$. The novel workflow can produce the minimum allocation scheme of functionalities, so avoiding redundancies, which in this case means selecting just $v_1$ instead of the three VNFs $v_1, v_2$ and $v_3$. In terms of deployment cost, this solution costs only 6, instead of 11.

A second advantage is that this workflow more easily leads to the selection of VNFs with a lower cost, when more than one offer the functionalities necessary to enforce the NSPs. For example, the NSPs $n_1$ and $n_2$ can be enforced by both a packet filter and a web-application firewall. Intuitively, the deployment cost of a packet filter is less than the one for a web-application firewall. However, a packet filter may be selected only under specific circumstances, e.g., when an AP where the firewall may be allocated is only crossed by flows related to the NSPs. Instead, if VNF selection occurs after the VSG synthesis, it is natural to discard that information and allow using it in the next stages of the workflow. There, the administrator usually decides to select the web-application firewall, as it is function that works at the highest level of the ISO/OSI stack and thus guarantees the satisfaction of both the NSPs. Instead, if VNF selection occurs after the VSG synthesis, it is already clear where the functionalities derived from the projections are allocated and which traffic flows they must block or allow. This allows choosing a packet filter whenever it is possible.

Finally, security administrators usually struggle in selecting the most appropriate VNF for the enforcement of security policies, even among the VNFs that perform similar operations. Each VNF is a different implementation, developed by a different developer team. Therefore, it has different configuration languages, networking parameters, or performance. A VNF that can decide if a packet must be dropped on the basis of its 5-tuple may require a more complex technical jargon for writing the filtering rules, another one may require more CPU and RAM for the set-up in the physical network, another one may take more time for being installed and be ready to filter network packets. All these networking and performance factors are important, but they do not directly influence the outcome of decisions concerning security. If abstract representations of NSPs and VNF configurations (i.e., respectively, the projection and the functionality) may temporarily discard that information and allow using it in the next stages of the orchestration (e.g., during the VNF deployment), security decisions can be taken more easily, quickly and with better results.

3.2. The projection abstraction

The definition of the projection abstraction requires modeling two basic elements: the VNFs that can be instantiated in the network and the NSPs that must be enforced by them.

3.2.1. VNF model

Each VNF model is characterized by configuration fields that define the security properties it can enforce (e.g., the conditions expressing the layer of the ISO/OSI stack where the VNF can work, the algorithms it can execute, or the actions it can perform on the traffic). With the objective to provide a comprehensive view on all the parameters characterizing a VNF, they are grouped into a single representation, called VNF manifest.

For a VNF $v$, the corresponding manifest $M_v$ is composed of two sets, i.e., $M_v = (F_v, A_v)$:

- $F_v$ is the set of all the features for which the VNF can take a decision and/or which can be configured on it. This set includes packet fields (e.g., source and destination IP addresses, web-application fields as domain or url) and other configuration elements that determine the working modes of the VNF (e.g., the encryption algorithm and the key length if a VNF is a VPN gateway);
- $A_v$ is the set of all the actions that the VNF can enforce.

In turn, the field set $F_v$ is organized into two subsets, i.e., $F_v = (F_v^+, F_v^-)$, because it is important to discriminate the fields that a VNF can configure on itself from those it can only use to take decisions:

- $F_v^+$ is the set of all the features for which the VNF can take a decision and which it can configure (e.g., for a packet filtering firewall such as iptables, all the fields of the IP 5-tuple belong to this set, because the configuration rules are composed of conditions based on IP addresses, ports and transport-protocol level)
- $F_v^-$ is the set of all the features for which a VNF can take a decision, but without configuring them, i.e., by configuring other fields which may allow to reach the same security property (e.g., if a specific web domain must be blocked, iptables might be used, however it cannot configure a “domain” field, but only a corresponding IP address).

Below, three examples are presented to clarify the concept of VNF manifest. In these manifests, only a subset of all the fields that are present in the $F_v^+$ and $F_v^-$ sets are reported for the sake of conciseness.

\begin{align*}
\text{VNF } v_1: & \quad \text{iptables} \\
F_{v_1}^+ & = \{ \text{IPSrc, IPDst, pSrc, pDst, tProto} \} \\
A_{v_1} & = \{ \text{allow, deny} \}
\end{align*}

\begin{align*}
\text{VNF } v_2: & \quad \text{Squid} \\
F_{v_2}^+ & = \{ \text{IP Src, IP Dst, pSrc, pDst, tProto, domain, url, ...} \} \\
A_{v_2} & = \{ \text{allow, deny, log} \}
\end{align*}

\begin{align*}
\text{VNF } v_3: & \quad \text{MyLogger} \\
F_{v_3}^+ & = \{ \text{domain, url} \} \\
A_{v_3} & = \{ \text{allow, log, alert} \}
\end{align*}

The manifest of a packet filtering VNF such as iptables, ipfirewall or equivalent firewall implementations, which can only work at layers 3 and 4 of the ISO/OSI stack, is shown in (1). These VNFs can decide if a received packet should be allowed to be forwarded to the next hop or denied depending on the values of the IP 5-tuple. However, this does not mean that a packet filtering firewall cannot take decisions for packets having fields such as web domain and url.

Instead, web application firewalls such as Squid have a manifest similar to the one presented in (2). With respect to a packet filter, this type of firewall can also configure rules based on web domains, urls, HTTP methods (e.g., POST, GET), Content-Type, etc. All the other fields which were present in $F_v^+$ are in $F_v^-$ as well, since Squid is a firewall as iptables, but it simply works on a different level. Nonetheless, both of them do not have in their $F_v^+$ and in $F_v^-$ sets any parameter related to encryption (e.g., algorithm, encryption key length).

Finally, the virtual functions that can be used to enforce some security properties do not have to be well-known implementations such as iptables or Squid, but they can be software programs developed by any developer, running on a Virtual Machine or Docker. As it is possible to see from (3), the manifest description is flexible enough to support also this type of functions. In this example, the VNF that has been developed and is available for the network administrator is named “MyLogger”. It cannot block packets, but it can only log the receiving of specific kinds of traffic and notifying the network administrator about that event. Additionally, it has been developed in such a way that the only fields which are present in the configuration rules are web domain and url. Therefore, the fields of the IP 5-tuple itself are absent from the $F_v^-$ set. They are not in the $F_v^+$ set either, because domain and url are higher level information.
3.2.2. NSP model

An NSP $n$ is modeled as $n = (C_n, S_n)$:

- $C_n$ expresses the conditions that determine the traffic on which the policy actions must be applied;
- $S_n$ expresses the actions that must be applied and the enforcement modes (e.g., the packet fields on which an action must be applied, or the algorithm to be used).

$C_n$ is an (unordered) set, and it can be represented as $C_n = \{c_1, c_2, \ldots, c_n\}$. Each $c \in C_n$ is defined over a field $f$, that can be accessed with the $c.f$ notation. The condition can specify a single value for the field (e.g., $\text{IPSrc} = 10.0.0.1$), a range of values (e.g., $\text{IPSrc} = [80–100]$) or the special symbol $\ast$, meaning that each possible value that can be assigned to that field is valid (e.g., domain $\ast$).

$S_n$ can be a set (i.e., an unordered collection) $\{s_1, s_2, \ldots, s_l\}$ or a list without repetitions (i.e., an ordered collection) $[s_1, s_2, \ldots, s_l]$. Each $s \in S_n$ is modeled as $(a_s, B_s)$, where:

- $a_s$ is the action that must be enforced (e.g., block, encrypt);
- $B_s$ is a set of bindings “field – (optional) value”, specifying additional information about how the action must be enforced (e.g., the binding “$\text{IPSrc} = 20.1.2.4$” might specify how the source IP address must be changed by a network address translator, whereas “algorithm = AES-128-CBC” might specify the encryption algorithm a VPN gateway must use to provide confidentiality). If no binding is specified (e.g., when the action is applied on the whole packet satisfying the conditions), $B_s = \emptyset$.

The actions in $S_n$ can be optionally grouped into multiple subsets $K_1, K_2, \ldots, K_r$, where each subset must contain at least two actions. If two or more actions belong to $K_r$, that means they must be enforced by the same VNF. This formalization is introduced to support the cases where the actions cannot be managed by different VNFs. For example, a network administrator may require that all the packets satisfying certain conditions are logged and blocked by the same VNF, because they are dangerous and must be discarded as soon as possible avoiding any further hop.

An example of NSP $n$ is shown in (4). This policy requires that, for each packet satisfying all the conditions, firstly its source and destination IP addresses are logged, and then the whole packet is blocked so that it cannot reach the destination.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{NSP } n & \\
C_n & = \{\text{IPSrc} = 125.10.2.0/24, \text{IPDst} = 20.20.20.1, \text{pSrc} = \ast, \\
& \text{ pDst} = 80, \text{(Proto = TCP)}, \emptyset\} \\
S_n & = \{\{\text{log}, \{\text{IPSrc, IPDst}\}\}, \{\text{deny}, \emptyset\}\}
\end{align*}
\]

The proposed VNF and NSP models are general enough to support both real-world concrete implementations of security functions and the policies that a network administrator may really request. In fact, their actual generality has been validated with some tests, which will be presented in Section 4.

3.2.3. Projection model

A projection $\rho$ represents the security-related operation that a VNF $v$ should perform to enforce an NSP $n$. A projection $\rho$ consists in mapping the elements composing an NSP $n$ (i.e., the actions that must be performed and the conditions under which the NSP must be fulfilled) onto what a VNF $v$ can offer to enforce the NSP (i.e., the VNF configuration settings). In this mapping operation of an NSP, all the implementation-dependent technicalities of each VNF against which the NSP is projected are omitted. Consequently, if the same NSP is projected against different VNFs that fulfill the same security objectives, the resulting projections are presumably the same.

As a projection directly derives from an NSP, it is modeled similarly. Specifically, $\rho$ is modeled as $\rho = (C_\rho, S_\rho)$ where:

- $C_\rho$ expresses the conditions that determine the traffic on which the corresponding actions must be applied;
- $S_\rho$ expresses the actions that the VNF against which the NSP is projected can enforce to fulfill it.

Here we intuitively show how a projection is expressed with an example. Considering the three VNFs $v_1$, $v_2$, and $v_3$ whose manifests have been presented in (1), (2) and (3), the projection deriving from mapping the policy $n$ presented in (4) onto those manifests are:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Projection } p_1, \text{ derived by mapping the NSP } n \text{ onto the VNF } v_1 & \\
C_{p_1} & = \{\text{IPSrc} = 125.10.2.0/24, \text{IPDst} = 20.20.20.1, \text{pSrc} = \ast, \\
& \text{ pDst} = 80, \text{(Proto = TCP)}\} \\
S_{p_1} & = \{\{\text{deny}, \emptyset\}\}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Projection } p_2, \text{ derived by mapping the NSP } n \text{ onto the VNF } v_2 & \\
C_{p_2} & = \{\text{IPSrc} = 125.10.2.0/24, \text{IPDst} = 20.20.20.1, \text{pSrc} = \ast, \\
& \text{ pDst} = 80, \text{(Proto = TCP, domain = dangerousSite.com)}\} \\
S_{p_2} & = \{\{\text{log}, [\text{IPSrc, IPDst}], \{\text{deny}, \emptyset\}\}\}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Projection } p_3, \text{ derived by mapping the NSP } n \text{ onto the VNF } v_3 & \\
C_{p_3} & = \{\text{domain = dangerousSite.com}\} \\
S_{p_3} & = \{\{\text{log}, [\text{IPSrc, IPDst}]\}\}
\end{align*}
\]

3.3. PEX: Projection EXtraction

The Projection EXtraction (PEX) operation aims to compute the projection of an NSP against a VNF, if it exists. Algorithm 1 has been designed for accomplishing this goal.

First, given a policy $n$ and the manifest $m$ of a VNF $v$, the condition set $C_v$ of the corresponding functionality $p_v$ is computed (lines 1–9). For each policy condition $c \in C_n$, based on a field $f$, the manifest of the VNF should include that field in the $F_v^+$ set or in the $F_v^-$. In the former case, the condition $c$ simply becomes a condition of the projection as well (line 5), as the VNF can configure that field with specific values. In the latter, a new condition $f = \ast$ is created and included in the condition set of the projection, because the VNF can only take decisions regarding that field, but it cannot configure it (line 7). If the NSF manifest does not support any condition field of the policy, the resulting condition set of the projection remains empty. The algorithm immediately stops, and an early non-enforceability report is produced to inform the user about this event (line 9).

Second, the action set of the projection is computed (lines 10–25). Differently from the condition case, it is not enough that a policy action $s \in S_n$ is included in the action set $A_v$ of the VNF manifest (line 12). It is possible that the action $s$ must be enforced on some fields and parameters (e.g., the packet source address must be modified). All the fields on which the action $s$ is applied must belong to the $F_v^+$ set of the VNF, because the function must be able to directly operate on those fields (line 15). If one of them is not supported, then the action cannot be part of the output projection.

The creation of the action set requires an additional check with respect to the condition set. In the policy specification, the user may have requested that two or more actions must be necessarily applied by the same function (e.g., a packet satisfying certain conditions must be logged and then discarded avoiding any other hop in the network). Therefore, either all those actions are included in the action set of the projection, or none of them. After generating the $A_v$, set as previously described, if the algorithm notices that only a subset of actions that should be applied by the same function is present in it, they are removed (lines 19–23). At that point, if the produced action set is empty, that would again trigger the generation of an early non-enforceability report to the user (lines 23–24). Otherwise, the projection is finally produced with the computed condition and action sets (line 26).
Algorithm 1 computation of $p_a$

Input: a policy $n$, a VNF manifest $m_v$
Output: $p_a$

1: $C_s ← \emptyset$ \hspace{1cm} $\triangleright$ Creation of the condition set
2: for each $c \in C_p$ do
3: \hspace{1cm} if $\exists f \in F_p | f = c \cdot f$ then
4: \hspace{2cm} if $f \in F_p$ then
5: \hspace{3cm} $C_s ← C_s + \{c\}$
6: \hspace{1cm} else
7: \hspace{2cm} $C_s ← C_s + \{f = \star\}$
8: end if
9: if $C_s = \emptyset$ then
10: exit(no field is supported)
11: end if
12: \hspace{1cm} supported($s.a_a$) ← true
13: for each $b \in s.B_a$ do
14: \hspace{1cm} if $b \cdot f \notin F_p$ then
15: \hspace{2cm} supported($s.a_a$) ← false
16: end if
17: if supported($s.a_a$) = true then
18: $S_a ← S_a + \{s\}$
19: end if
20: for each $s' \in S_a$ do
21: if $s \neq s' \land s' \notin S_a \land (\exists K_i, s', i \in K_i)$ then
22: $S_a ← S_a \setminus \{s\}$
23: break
24: end if
25: end for
26: return $p_a = (C_p, S_a)$

The worst-case time complexity of Algorithm 1, used for the computation of $p_a = (C_p, S_a)$, can be estimated as the sum of the time complexities of three sequential code blocks. Lines 1–9 have $O(|C_p|)$ complexity, because $O(1)$ operations are performed on each element of $C_p$. Lines 10–18 have $O(|S_a| \cdot \max_{s \in S_p}(s.B_a))$ complexity because that code block consists of two nested loops. The external one iterates on each element of $S_a$, whereas the internal one requires a number of iterations that in the worst case is equal to the cardinality of the largest $s.B_a$ set, with $s \in S_a$. Lines 19–26 have $O(|S_a|^2)$ complexity, because also that code block is made of two nested loops, both iterating on the $S_a$ set. Summing up, the overall worst-case time complexity for the computation of $p_a$ is $O(|C_p| + |S_a| \cdot \max_{s \in S_p}(s.B_a) + |S_a|^2)$. However, by considering the NSPs that are commonly defined in studies related to security policy refinement [1,16], the condition set commonly is much larger than the action set (e.g., just by imposing conditions on the IP 5-tuple, five conditions are included in the $C_p$ set). Therefore, the dominant term among those appearing in the notation of asymptotic complexity is $|C_p|$.

A visual example is shown in Fig. 5. Each projection denoted by the $p$ symbol derives from mapping policy $n$ against a different VNF manifest. For instance, $p_1$ derives from a simple packet filter that cannot manage fields related to domain or time interval, $p_3$ derives from a VNF that may fully enforce the NSP, and $p_4$ from a VNF that can only log the IP 5-tuple of the received traffic.

Given an NSP, the algorithm is repeated for each VNF that is available. The resulting projections may not contain all the information of the original NSP, e.g., they may support a partial set of all the actions requested by the NSP. Therefore, the PEX task is not sufficient, but a projection chaining operation is still required.

3.4. PCH: Projection Chaining

The Projection Chaining (PCH) operation aims to compute all the possible chains of the projections output by the PEX operation. As the PID stage is topology-independent and it works on each policy independently from the other ones, it cannot decide if a chain is more suitable than the others.

The problem of finding the projection chains has been formulated as an Enumeration Problem (EP) over a set of Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP)-like formulas. A chain is a solution for the EP if it contains a projection responsible for each action of the original NSP. Among all the projections that support a certain NSP action, the solver chooses a single one as responsible with the aim to avoid redundancy. Eqs. (8)–(11) represent the problem constraints, and Table 3 describes the symbols used for their formulation. Among them, the output binary variable appearing in the formulas, $x_{ij}$, expresses if a certain projection $p_i$ is chosen as responsible for action $s_j$ (when $x_{ij} = 1$) or this task is assigned to another projection (when $x_{ij} = 0$). If $S_n$ is a set, the assignment of index $i$ to each policy action is random. Instead, if $S_n$ is a list, the assignment naturally follows the ordering of the actions in it, so that index 1 is assigned to the first action, and index $|S_n|$ is assigned to the last one.

\begin{align}
&\sum_{j=1}^{|P|} x_{ij} = 1, \forall i = 1, \ldots, |S_n| \quad (8) \\
&\sum_{j=1}^{|S_n|} x_{ij} = 1, \forall i = 1, \ldots, |P| \quad (9) \\
&|B_{ij}| \cdot x_{ij} \leq \sum_{h=1}^{|B_i|} x_{ij_h}, \forall i = 1, \ldots, |S_n|, \forall j = 1, \ldots, |P_i| \quad (10) \\
&|K_i| \cdot x_{ij} \geq \sum_{l \in \ell \cdot h \cdot k \in K_i} x_{ij_l}, \forall i = 1, \ldots, |S_n|, \forall j = 1, \ldots, |P_i| \quad (11)
\end{align}

The four quantified CSP-like formulas can be explained as follows:

1. According to formula (8), one and only one projection $p_i$ is responsible for action $s_j$. Even though multiple projections may fulfill this task, in each enumerated solution only one is chosen.
2. According to formula (9), a projection $p_j$ can be chosen as responsible for action $s_j$ only if it supports the operation $a_i$, i.e., if $S_j \subseteq S_p$ such that $a_i \in S_j$. This constraint is required as the PEX operation may have extracted projection that only partially support the actions required by the corresponding NSP.

3. According to formula (10), a projection $p_j$ can be chosen as responsible for action $s_j$ only if it supports all the enforcement modes defined in $B_j$. This constraint is included in the formulation of the EP problem only if $B_j \neq \emptyset$, otherwise constraint (9) is enough as condition of choice.

4. According to formula (11), if a projection $p_j$ is chosen as responsible for action $s_j$ and if $s_j$ belongs to a set $S_j$ of actions that must be applied by the same projection, then $p_j$ must be responsible also for all the other actions in $S_j$ as well. This constraint is included in the formulation of the EP problem only if there is the specification of at least a $K_j$ set.

Each assignment for the $x_{ij}$ variables represents a possible projection chain, as $x_{ij} = 1$ implies that the $i$th action requires an instance of the $j$th projection for its enforcement. However, the solution set computed by solving this EP problem may not be complete, and two or more post-processing operations may be required under specific circumstances.

First, if $S_j$ is an (unordered) set, the assignment of index $i$ to each policy action does not follow any strict ordering guideline. Therefore, only a possible permutation of the actions out of the $|S_j|$ possible ones is established. This deficiency is easily overcome, by computing all the other permutations.

Second, it may happen that two variables having consecutive values for the $i$ index have the same $j$ index, i.e., the actions require the same projections to be enforced. On the one hand, if the two actions are not part of a $K_j$ set, then either a single instance or a pair of instances of the $j$th projection may be used to enforce those actions. Therefore, both solutions must be derived from the single assignment computed by solving the EP problem. On the other hand, if the two actions are part of a $K_j$ set, then the only possible solution is that one where a single projection is used.

A visual example of the PCH operation is shown in Fig. 6. The projections that are input to the EP characterizing this operation are the same ones that were presented in Fig. 5. They are combined in three different chains, which can enforce all the actions of the requested NSP $n$. As it can be seen, Chain 1 is composed of a single projection, $p_1$, because it can perform both the requested operations, i.e., logging the source and destination IP addresses of the packets identified by the policy conditions, and then block those packets from reaching their destination. Instead, the other chains require more projections, because each one of them is not enough to enforce all the actions.

After the completion of the post-processing operations, the computation of the VSG starting from the projection chains is left to the ACG stage. As explained in Section 3.1, this stage works on information coming from the network, and having complete visibility on all the requested policies, so it is a complex operation by itself. Nonetheless, the way it can take decisions is simplified by the fact that the possible projection chains have been already computed, and they can be represented as constants in the definition of the problem instead of open variables.

4. Implementation and validation

As this paper focuses on the first stage of the proposed security configuration workflow, this section describes how the models defined for the projection abstraction and the algorithms designed for their computation have been implemented and validated.

4.1. Implementation

The PID stage of the security configuration workflow has been implemented as a Java framework. The code is publicly available in the GitHub repository at the following link: https://github.com/netgroup-polito/verefuse.

The input VNF manifests and the NSPs can be specified by the user in XML or JSON format. The same format is used for the representation of the output, i.e., the automatically computed projection chains. The framework exposes a set of REST APIs, so that it can interact with the user or with other applications. As both the PEX and PCH tasks can work on each NSP independently from the others, the code of both has been parallelized. The implementation allows the user to specify the number of threads which must be used in the execution of the program. If the user does not specify the thread number, then eight threads are used by default.

Besides, the formulation and resolution of the enumeration problem of the PCH task are internally managed by employing the mathematical programming solver Gurobi\(^1\) (version 8.1.1). This solver can work on different types of problems, e.g., linear programming, mixed-integer linear programming, quadratic programming. Gurobi offers simple APIs in multiple high-level programming languages, including Java, which have been used in the PID’s implementation for the definition of the problem constraints and the resolution.

4.2. Validation

4.2.1. Experimental setup and validation objectives

The experimental setup used for the framework validation consists in a machine with an Intel i7-6700 CPU running at 3.40 GHz and 32 GB of RAM.

This setup has been used to fulfill four validation objectives, whose aims are to check:

• the generality of the models defined for the VNF manifests (Section 4.2.2);
• the correctness of the algorithms employed for the projection extraction and chaining (Section 4.2.3);
• the scalability of the PID stage and its superiority with respect to the state of the art solutions (Section 4.2.4);
• the optimization provided by the proposed security configuration workflow (Section 4.2.5).

4.2.2. Validation of model generality

We have analyzed 30 VNFs that are currently available for enforcing security requirements, and we have tried to model their manifests. Among the considered VNFs, there are packet filtering firewalls (iptables, ipfirewalls, nftables, PfSense), web-application firewalls (ModSecurity, IronBee, NAXSI, WebKnight), anti-spam filters (SpamAssassin, MailCleaner, Rspamd), VPN gateways (StrongSwan, OpenSwan, SoftEther, OpenConnect), intrusion detection systems (Suricata, Snort, Zeek). For each VNF, we have identified the actions that can be performed (i.e., the $A$ set) and the fields that can be configured (i.e., the $F^*$ set) by carefully analyzing their configuration guides and examples. Then, we have identified the fields for which the VNFs may take decision but they cannot be configured (i.e., the $F^*$ set) by reasoning about what security properties each VNF can enforce, also by referring to the classical ISO/OSI protocol stack. For example, all the fields related to web application (e.g., URL, domain) belong to the $F^*$ set for each analyzed packet filtering VNF. The analysis of such a high number of open-source functions shows how our model is general enough to support their representation as manifest. Therefore, it is also suitable for similar functions, and it can be easily extended for future VNFs by introducing new actions and fields in the $A$, $F^*$ and $F^+$ sets.

4.2.3. Validation of correctness

The correctness of the framework has been validated by applying it on several use cases. We have written multiple NSPs, and we have run the framework to create the projection chains. For each NSP, we have run it multiple times, changing the VNF manifests that may be used, with the aim to create particular cases that could test specific characteristics of the algorithms used in the PID stage. For example, the following scenarios have been considered:

• VNFs with the same manifest are used to enforce an NSP, to check that the framework creates the same projection for them and uses it once in creating the projection chains;
• an inadequate number of VNFs is used to enforce an NSP, to check that the framework produces a non-enforceability report stating that a feasible solution for the security configuration problem does not exist;
• NSPs with unordered actions have been written, to check that the framework can consider also the more complex case where all the chains derived from the solution of the enumeration problem are subject to a post-processing step to consider all the possible permutations of the projections;
• NSPs with actions that must be applied on packet fields have been written, to check that the framework uses only the VNF manifests having all those fields in the $F^+$ for creating a projection.

After the computation of the projections, tools for automatic security configuration (e.g., [20] for firewalls, [21] for VPN gateways) have been fed with the result of the PID stage. With the aim to verify that the NSPs are correctly enforced by the configuration computed by the tools when using the projections generated by our framework, we have used the Mininet emulator to instantiate the related network topologies in a controlled environment. The tests made on the Mininet emulation confirmed that all NSPs are satisfied, as expected.

Both the VNF manifests and the NSPs used for the generality and correctness tests are available in the GitHub repository, so that they can be used to reproduce the tests and can be extended to consider other scenarios.

4.2.4. Evaluation of scalability

A series of scalability tests have been done on the framework. The two parameters against which scalability has been evaluated are the numbers of NSPs and of VNFs from which the projections must be derived. The scenarios employed for these scalability tests are extended versions of the problem inputs used for the description of the clarifying use case in Section 3.1, i.e., the network topology shown in Fig. 4, the VNF database of Table 1 and the NSPs of Table 2.

Fig. 7 shows the results for the scalability tests related to the number of NSPs. For these tests, the number of VNFs is fixed to 100, whereas the number of NSPs is progressively increased from 1000 to 10 000. Each dotted plot in the charts composing Fig. 7 represents the average value computed over 100 repetitions of the test. Initially, the behavior of the framework has been analyzed when also varying the number of threads used for the execution of the internal algorithms, and supposing that the NSP actions are ordered. The results depicted in Fig. 7(a) show that, for the machine we have used, the least computation time is almost always achieved when eight threads are used. If a higher number of threads is employed, the performance gets worse, because thread creation overhead is not adequately compensated by our machine’s CPU capacity of running so many threads simultaneously. Then, the difference in computation time that occurs if the NSPs do not impose an ordering to the actions has been evaluated. It is presented in Fig. 7(b). As it was expected, the behavior of the tool gets worse if the actions requested by each NSP are unordered. In the worst case that has been analyzed, less than one minute is enough to compute the solutions when the actions are ordered, whereas almost three minutes are required for unordered actions. This is easily explained by the fact that, in the PCH algorithm, all the possible permutations of the actions must be considered. Two remarks are worth mentioning, though. First, the case where all 10 000 NSPs require unordered actions has been artificially created to put our system under great stress. In reality, the NSPs that must be enforced in a network have a mixed nature, i.e., some require ordered actions while others do not. Second, the result achieved for the worst case is significant by itself, if compared with what human users may do manually. Manual approaches would struggle in dealing with such a huge number of NSPs without the aid of an automated tool, and they would take a much higher time than only three minutes to identify all the possible projections.

Similar considerations apply to the tests carried out for checking the framework scalability for increasing numbers of VNFs. The results of these tests are depicted in Fig. 8. Differently from the previous tests, the number of NSPs is fixed to 100, whereas the number of VNFs is progressively increased from 1000 to 10 000. Each dotted plot in the charts composing Fig. 8 represents the average value computed over 100 repetitions of the test. On the one hand, from the analysis of those results, the creation of eight threads is confirmed to be the best choice for our machine. On the other hand, again the cases where policy actions are unordered require more time than those where actions are ordered. An interesting consideration is that the scalability for increasing number of VNFs is even better than the one for NSPs. This result can be explained by the fact that for each NSP the whole...
the embedding algorithm illustrated in [40] takes up to 4 min to define requires around 3 min to configure 100 packet filtering firewalls, and stage for 20 VNFs takes 4 s, the optimization strategy proposed in [20] is much lower than the time required by algorithms that may be computation time required by this implementation of the PID stage VNFs, Fig. 9(b) shows its scalability till 100 000 NSPs. Moreover, the much larger set of VNFs — Fig. 8(b) shows its scalability till 10 000 takes 12 s to solve the problem for 1500 NSPs), but it can manage a reach the solution for projection identification in faster times (e.g., it selection problem for 1500 NSPs in 20 s. In both cases, our solution can hand, the approach pursued in [13] computes the solution to the VNF most suitable VNFs among at most 50 ones in 1.5 s. On the other scalability than state-of-the-art tools that are used for VNF selection.

The time required for computing the projection chains is surely higher, as for the worst case (i.e., the one characterized by 100 000 NSPs and big-sized network has 500 VNFs available for enforcing a huge number of NSPs, i.e., from 10 000 to 100 000 NSPs. Even though such high numbers may be rare, the fast growth of modern virtual networks may soon create circumstances where they are not so uncommon. Anyway the framework is able to manage this case as well, as shown in Fig. 9(b). The time required for computing the projection chains is surely higher, as for the worst case (i.e., the one characterized by 100 000 NSPs and 500 VNFs) more than 10 min are required. But again the trend is not exponential, and the algorithm surely performs better than what a human user may achieve.

The results of these tests show that our framework has better scalability than state-of-the-art tools that are used for VNF selection. On the one hand, the algorithm proposed in [12] is able to select the most suitable VNFs among at most 50 ones in 1.5 s. On the other hand, the approach pursued in [13] computes the solution to the VNF selection problem for 1500 NSPs in 20 s. In both cases, our solution can reach the solution for projection identification in faster times (e.g., it takes 12 s to solve the problem for 1500 NSPs), but it can manage a much larger set of VNFs — Fig. 8(b) shows its scalability till 10 000 VNFs. Fig. 9(b) shows its scalability till 100 000 NSPs. Moreover, the computation time required by this implementation of the PID stage is much lower than the time required by algorithms that may be employed in the next stages of the security configuration workflow. For example, the heuristic method employed in [16] to manage the ACG stage for 20 VNFs takes 4 s, the optimization strategy proposed in [20] requires around 3 min to configure 100 packet filtering firewalls, and the embedding algorithm illustrated in [40] takes up to 4 min to define the embedding scheme of 30 VNFs in a physical network. With respect to them, our implementation of the PID stage is in line with the strict timing requirements of virtual networks, and can manage scenarios with higher numbers of VNFs and NSPs.

4.2.5. Evaluation of optimization

The optimization that the novel security configuration workflow can achieve in terms of two main metrics (i.e., selected VNFs and deployment cost) has been evaluated varying the size of the configuration problem. This validation is based on similar scenarios as those used for the scalability evaluation. Indeed, also these scenarios are extended versions of the problem inputs used for the description of the clarifying use case in Section 3.1.

In order to show how our approach behaves with respect to the state of the art, we compare it with two strategies based on the traditional configuration workflow. We consider: (a) the worst-cost strategy that selects a different VNF instance for enforcing each NSP, and that always chooses VNFs whose manifest includes the NSP condition fields of the highest level in the ISO/OSI stack (e.g., to block packets going to a web server, a web-application firewall is always chosen instead of a packet filter); (b) a more optimized strategy that performs a pre-analysis of the NSRs to understand if for some of them a single VNF can be selected (e.g., when the policy conditions are the same for two NSPs). For these workflows, the algorithms that are used for the configuration and embedding stages are those presented respectively in [20,40].

Figs. 10(a) and 10(b) show the optimization that our approach can provide with respect to the two traditional strategies. Strategy (a) clearly fails in optimizing both the number of selected VNFs and the deployment cost, as its only aim is to provide a solution to the configuration problem without looking for optimization. Strategy (b) improves the result with respect to the worst case, but it suffers from the way the traditional workflow is organized. In fact, as VNF selection occurs earlier than virtual network synthesis, strategy (b) cannot know where the security functionalities must perform their operations in the network topology. Therefore, it redounds them so as to consider all the possible ways in which the network may be synthesized. Instead, our approach achieves a considerable gain in both number of selected VNFs and deployment cost, as it benefits from all the advantages illustrated in Section 3.1. In fact, selecting the VNFs after their functionalities avoids redundant allocation schemes and chooses VNFs with a lower cost, as the VNF selection stage has all the required information about how security must be enforced in the network. The impact of these benefits can be quantified by estimating the improvement percentages of our approach with respect to the worst-cost strategy (a) and the more optimized strategy (b), when the three techniques are applied to the validation scenario where 100 NSPs must be enforced. On the one hand, postponing VNF selection in this scenario allows the selection of 79% fewer VNFs than the worst-case strategy (a), and 68% fewer VNFs than strategy (b). On the other hand, the savings in terms of deployment cost provided by our novel configuration workflow in this scenario is 90% with respect to the worst-case strategy (a), and 77% with respect strategy (b).
5. Conclusions and future work

This paper presented the projection abstraction, aiming to abstract the security-related operations that VNFs can perform to enforce security policies, in a way that is independent from the specific characteristics of their implementations. This abstraction allowed us to reorganize the traditional configuration workflow, in such a way that projections are used for the synthesis of the virtual security graph instead of their VNF counterparts, whose selection is postponed to the moment their deployment is required in the physical network. A formalization for this abstraction has been proposed, alongside with an algorithm to compute projection chains as candidate solutions that fully support the user-specified network security policies.

A Java-based framework has been developed to implement this algorithm, and validation tests have been carried out on a state-of-the-art computing machine to assess model generality, correctness, scalability and optimization. These tests showed that the proposed approach can optimize both VNF selection and embedding thanks to their different position in the new workflow. In fact, they showed that the developed framework can reduce both the number of selected VNFs and their deployment cost. For example, in the analyzed scenario, the improvement percentages for these two parameters are 79% and 90% with respect to the worst-case strategy, while 68% and 77% with respect to a traditional more optimized configuration strategy. These benefits can be particularly relevant for scenarios such as virtualized IoT networks, where energy efficiency and resource consumption are problems that must comply with the limited resources provided by constrained devices.

As future work, we are planning to integrate the security configuration workflow based on the projection abstraction with reaction and mitigation techniques. The objective of that work is to create a fully autonomous system, where network security is periodically updated in accordance with policies defined by human users, and also with the identification of on-going cyber attacks.
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